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discussions and career-building activities like vision boarding and goal setting. Orji 
is committed to giving these young women the tools and the network to succeed. She 
understands that middle school can be a tough time for many— especially for Black girls in 
America. Growing up in the suburbs of New Jersey, Orji struggled to find her confidence. 
She didn’t feel like she fit the “standard of beauty” and it also affected how she viewed her 
intelligence. Thankfully, Orji’s esteem lifted once she experienced the diversity at UGA. 
 
For Orji, true victory is pushing mainstream culture to celebrate women of all shapes, 
sizes, and colors. “Mentoring has mostly opened my eyes up to the reality other 
girls face at such a young age. I never realized how blessed I was to grow up with 
married parents, a close-knit family, people always available to help me when I needed it, 
and pushing me to be better everyday. It has also shown me how much your environment 
affects who you are and who you may become. These 8th grade girls are facing so much 
and I don’t think they are always offered the best opportunities or even have people 
available to invest in them or offer advice. I just hope that my mentoring program is 
impacting them in some way, even if it’s small, and most importantly, that the girls won’t 
be discouraged by their circumstances but instead rise above and believe in themselves!”  
 
Keep up with Keturah Orji and follow her journey to the 2020 Olympics via her Instagram at 
@ktorr1!
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Olympic triple jumper, Keturah Orji, is on her way 
to a rarefied place in U.S. track and field. At age 15, Keturah 

broke a high school record in her first attempt at the triple jump. 
Five years later, she placed 4th at the Olympic Rio Summer 

Games. While American men dominate the triple jump, a 
United States woman has never won a medal in the event 

at the Olympic Games or World Championships. In Orji, 
now 23 years old, many see the end to one of American 

track & field’s most glaring droughts. Since that day, 
Orji has won four outdoor NCAA championships with 
the University of Georgia (UGA) and was named the 
NCAA Woman of the Year in 2018. Undoubtedly, the 
New Jersey native has the potential to become USA 
Track and Field’s next heroine come Tokyo 2020. 
 
Even with her monumental potential, there 

is one thing more important to Keturah 
than gold medal glory. “As a triple 

jumper, my body doesn’t fit the typical 
shape labeled to women in my event,” 
Keturah says. “I want my career 
to signify that you do not have to 
possess a certain personality, come 
from a certain background, or look 
a specific way to accomplish great 
things.” As a student-athlete at the 

University of Georgia, Keturah created 
a mentorship program called Amara’s 
Pride for a group of 16 eighth grade 
girls from low-income backgrounds 
in Athens, Georgia. “I am passionate 

about seeing growth and development 
in young women,” Keturah explains.   

“Amara” is Orji’s middle name which 
means “grace” in Igbo. Orji, whose father is Nigerian, 

was inspired to use the name, not only because of her 
culture but because of the values she wants to instill in her 
program. In the program’s first year, the 16 eighth grade girls 
received 1-on-1 mentorship from various UGA staff and some 
of Orji’s college teammates. It hosted guest speakers, panels, group 

EDITOR’S PICK: Keturah Orji



Ngone Sow is a natural hair stylist from Senegal, West Africa. 
Her love for hair comes from a long line of her ancestors 
including her grandmother and mother who were 
natural hair stylists themselves. She settled in the US in 
1989 in Brooklyn, NY where she opened Soween hair 
salon. She has been a natural hair care examiner for 
the state department division license of New York 
City from 1997 till present. Ngone has  worked 
with many world celebrities including Brandy 
Norwood, Lalah Hathaway, and many more. 
She received the Master Pioneer Award in 
2013. For more information and details 

visit her website!

SoweenHairSalon.wordpress.com
@soweenhairsalon

Intl I Love Braids Day 
Featured Stylist 

Hair | Ngone Sow

Soween Hair Salon, Brooklyn
@soweenhairsalon

Royal |  Tracy - @yala.versace
Photography | NayMarie

Hair 
Feature

COMMUNITY 
SPOTLIGHT: 
JENASHA ROY 
Jenasha Roy is a talented actor, model, and social media influencer 
who has already taken the industry by storm at the age of 15. Born in 
Hollywood, Florida, she began doing print ads in her hometown of Miami 
from a young age. In 2014, she moved to Los Angeles where she scored several 
national and international commercials for recognized brands. On-screen, Jenasha 
has appeared alongside her sister Briana Roy on the daytime talk show FABlife hosted by 
Tyra Banks. Most recently, she wrapped up filming for ABC’s Fresh Off The Boat. You can also 
see her in the upcoming feature film Always and Forever, as Young Sommer, alongside veteran actress 
Loretta Devine. Keep up with Jenasha Roy on Instagram at @jenasharoy!
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There is a creation story in Kemet which says that Atum, the creator, masturbated in 
order to create the world. Yes. According to this story, we are all the happy ending jism 
of a god who touches himself in the dark. If you treat the writings of ancient Egypt as 
literal stories, you miss the entire point. They are not myths in the sense of trying to 
make sense out of a world that you can’t explain. They are scientific explanations in 
the sense that there are phenomena and concepts that can’t be directly described, even if you 
innerstand them perfectly, so we use the language of human experience. For example, you’ve 
probably had deja vu, but can you accurately describe what it’s like and how it works? Even 
amongst two people who have both experienced it, it can be difficult to have anything more 
than a superficial discussion. Ancient spiritual scientists found ways to describe foundational 
truths through the physical manifestations that exemplify them. So, let’s unpack this story for 
the well-developed lesson on manifesting that it is.

To get it all started you think about someone attractive. Have you ever been aroused by thinking 
of someone that disgusts or disturbs you? No, that’s generally not how it works. All people 
require stimulation in order to activate the body’s sexual energy. That stimulation is always 
mental. It may be accompanied or initiated by a touch, but my sensitive parts being touched by 
a hungry wolf would not stimulate me into arousal. There must be mental excitement involved. 
Thus, the first lesson is that you must have a desirable outcome in mind to even begin the 
process.

Arousal is the easy part though. It can happen accidentally out of nowhere (even unwanted), 
by seeing someone who is attractive, by thinking of a sensual memory, by inhaling someone’s 
pheromones, etc. Sustaining that arousal is a different story. You have to be engaged to keep the 
feeling going. Which means if you see someone attractive, maybe you imagine what you would 
like to do with them. If you are having a memory, perhaps you languish in it, replaying certain 
moments several times. Your mind has to commit to staying in that place or else the arousal 
fades. If your mother walks in on your fantasy time, how quickly the arousal falls away when 
your thoughts suddenly jump from ooohhh to oh shit! 

Not only is it important to continue the stream of thoughts, but you also have to commit 
to those thoughts as if they are real. You have to believe you are experiencing it personally. 
When you are watching an adult film, do you imagine yourself in one of the roles? In order 
to have an orgasm from masturbation, you must pretend something is really happening to 
you that is not to such a complete degree that your body behaves as if it is actually occurring. 
There is quantitative data from many studies, which shows that the brain processes imagined 
experiences as if they actually occurred. Maybe you have watched a horror film and found 
yourself breathing shallowly, blood pumping, adrenaline rushing, body primed to run through 
a horde of zombies, even though you’re safely on your couch. Or maybe you’ve had the pee-pee 
dream and woke up in a puddle of manifested visions. What you commit your thoughts to, the 
brain treats as the reality.

Masturbation also requires some sort of logical or methodical context. Pornography is 
often couched in a storyline (dumb as they may be), because the mind needs a process 

By  Jashua Sa’Ra
ATUM MANIFEST
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dCarrie is figuring things out one adventure at a time, occasionally sharing with the interwebs. Follow her podcast, Travel 
N Sh!t, at youtube.com/c/dCarrieTV and on social media at @_dcarrie.

One of my favorite topics of discussion, 
with my guests or solo, on my travel 
podcast, Travel N Sh!t, is hands-down 
the experiences of Blackness abroad. 
As an African-American, I’m aware of 

my Blackness in every situation where non-
Blacks exist - both home and abroad. As it 
happens at home in New York, it’s most often 
not a thought of choice, but more so by design. 
In most instances it is a reminder to be aware 
of how I’ll be perceived in an attempt to keep 
MY peace. By that I mean am I ready to knuck 
should someone buck today? Am I ready to have 
that convo with that misinformed co-worker? 
Do I have the energy to hold hands and explain 
where someone got the game fucked up? Being 
aware of my Blackness isn’t always about if 
I’m being followed in a store or the micro 
aggressions of coworkers. Sometimes it’s: Will 
I be photographed without my consent while 
I walk down this public street? Will I be 
able to find skin and body care items at 
this destination? Will anyone speak to 
me while I take this group tour? And 
if they do, do I have to represent 
us all?

Of the eighteen countries 
I’ve been able to explore 
in the past two and 
a half years, Cuba 

and Cartagena have been the most fulfilling 
to me as a Black American. Home in the 
United States, I must intentionally cultivate 
environments where my Blackness feels 
celebrated and safe. I am particular about the 
social media accounts and people I consume 
and follow, I’m intentional about the friends I 
fellowship with, and I’m deliberate about the 
causes I choose to support. When I travel, I 
have learned that I have a more enjoyable time 
when I keep that same energy abroad. Cuba 
and Cartagena brought that energy FOR ME. 
I didn’t have to do much work to search out 
communities that welcomed me with ease as 
a Black woman. I visited at least 5 different 
cities within three hours of Havana where I 
felt welcomed and loved as a Black woman. In 
Colombia, I visited Cartagena and Palanque 
where the celebration of Blackness was so 
rich and consistent. Spending Juneteenth in 
Cartagena and returning home to the states 

right in time for the fourth of July was quite 
the juxtaposition of cultural celebrations. 

Although it’s a calculated effort at home, 
I often remind myself that the efforts 

I put into experiencing Blackness 
both home and abroad can be 

shared with my community, so 
the next generation doesn’t 

have to work as hard to 
seek it out. 

By  dCarrieBLACKNESS ABROAD
Solo TravelWHAT I CAN OFFER:
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“If our education is not about 
gaining real power, we are being 
miseducated and mislead and we 
will die ‘educated’ and misled.” - 
Amos Wilson, 1993. 

You may remember from grade school that 
hyperbole is an exaggerated statement or 
claim that is not to be taken literally. A couple 
of examples are “this bag weighs a ton” or “her 
smile was a mile wide”. These exaggerations are 
sometimes used in educational spheres in this 
country where we talk about the ‘achievement 
gap’ and say things like “children of color are 
able to excel”, and “there is no reason these 
children [Black children] can’t do exactly what 
their white counterparts can”. These statements 
insinuate that Black children are striving to 
reach a status or level that white children 
hold. It is oxymoronic to insinuate that it is 
the goal of Black children to reach a status of 
white children because Black Excellence is not 
hyperbole; it is fact.

If Black Excellence is not hyperbole, 
why doesn’t society acknowledge 
our children being as excellent as 
they are?

The Gesell Early Screener (GES) is a test which 
measures the typical development cycles of 
children from birth/infancy through their 
childhood. It shows if a child is at risk for 
learning or developmental delays. These tests 
overwhelmingly show that children of the 
African Diaspora are far more advanced than 
their European counterparts. Studies found 
that in early development, Black children were 
sitting up, making eye contact with speakers, 
crawling, and attempting to engage with 
their surroundings earlier than their white 

counterparts. The developmental cycle of an 
infant is very quick, which is why we know 
the things that an infant should be able to 
do by a certain number of months until they 
reach about two and a half years old. When 
speaking on his book, Awakening the Natural 
Genius of Black Children, Dr. Amos Wilson 
states, “forgetting our history is like a child 
forgetting they learned how to walk or talk.”  
We must teach our children their history, the 
true history, so that they know how to walk 
and talk as the African children - the natural 
geniuses, the Exceptional Light Beings - that 
they are!

If Black Excellence is not hyperbole, 
why do we find that many of our 
Melanated boys are outperformed 
in schools in contrast to their 
white counterparts? 

Last year, The New Teacher Project (TNTP) 
released a 68 page study, entitled The 
Opportunity Myth, that claimed to explain in 
detail with statistics to prove “what students 
can show us about how school is letting 
them down - and how to fix it”. But in 1997, 
Michael Porter was already speaking about 
The Opportunity Myth in his book, Kill Them 
Before They Grow: Misdiagnosis of 
African American Boys in American 

By  Janelle Naomi

BLACK EXCELLENCE IS NOT HYPERBOLE
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Back to Natural is a 64-minute 
documentary that reveals the shocking 
truth about hair, politics, and racial 
identity in Black communities and 
beyond. Directed by New York City 
based Clinical Psychologist Gillian 

Scott-Ward, this film is a powerful call 
for healing that takes a grassroots approach 

to exploring the globalized policing of natural 
Black hair.

Filmed in North America, France, and South 
Africa, this documentary explores universal 
aspects of the Black experience and the “New” 
Natural Hair movement. Join this journey of 
discovery and enlightenment while celebrating 
our history and natural styles that are taking the 
world by storm.

Back to Natural played a critical role in inspiring 
New York City to develop guidelines protecting 
our right to wear our natural hair and protective 
styles to work & school. 

Born in Brooklyn, New York to immigrant 
parents from the West Indies, Gillian Scott-Ward, 
is a first-time filmmaker. After completing her 
undergraduate degree at Cornell University in 
Psychology and Women’s Studies, Gillian pursued 
her PhD in Clinical Psychology, writing her 
dissertation on the impact of media stereotypes 
on Black students.

She was inspired to embark on her first film, Back 
to Natural, after deciding to start her own natural 
hair journey. She brings to the film experience as 
an artist and healer. Her ability to help others tap 
into, explore, and share difficult emotions gives 
the narrative of this film depth. She hopes this 
film inspires reflection, compassion, and healing 
of racial-trauma, globally. 

Follow the film’s journey and check for screenings in your area at 
www.BackToNaturalDoc.com!
Facebook & Instagram: Back to Natural Doc; Twitter: Back2NaturalDoc

BACK TO NATURAL AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNEY OF 
NATURAL HAIR AND HEALING 
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BLACK EXCELLENCE IS NOT A NEW CONCEPT BUT AN EVOLVED ONE. WE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN 
MAGIC. RESILENT. ROYAL. UNDENIABLY THE STRONGEST, SMARTEST, MOST INNOVATIVE, 
MOST BEAUTIFUL. WE ARE “#SLAYBELLS.” THESE ARE OUR COLLECTIVE STORIES.

ROYAL | FUNMI OKUSI - @OKUSIQUEEN
PHOTOGRAPHY | NAYMARIE - IAMNAYMARIE
MAKEUP | COCO - @__BRUSHQUEEN
BROOKLYN, NY VIA NIGERIA

#SLAYBELLS



Photography | @osgstudio
Royal | @_sharon.luv
Hair | @hairbykelhan

Makeup | @whity_haleemah
Lagos, Nigeria

FUTURE FLIGHT
Photography | McKinley Taylor - @forest_vangogh 
Royal | Richon Martená - @Richonm
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

SPIRIT FILLED



Concept & Photography - AJ Browne for 
Bymsha Browne Photography - 
@BymshaBrownePhotography

Royal & Handmade Jewelry | Kirii’ah Mekongo of 
Kulture Boutik - @kiriiah_mekongo

Loctician | Aria Bynoe - @locs_by_aria
Makeup | Nnena laMode - 

@nnena_lamode
Background Artist - Tijay Mohammed - 

@ artoftijay
Brooklyn, New York

ADORNED

Celebrating Aria - @everythingaria
Mom, Hair Artist, Entrepreneur, and confident Queen!
Concept & Photography | AJ Browne - @BymshaBrownePhotography
Handmade Jewelry | Aelicia Mechele - @CLCBAM
Wardobe | by Afropolitan - @Afropolitan247
Special thanks to Toni & Terry at @bymshagirl and to @expoimaging
Brooklyn, New York

QUEEN
LAYERED



Photography | @noirvisuals
Royals | @jennifermalen, @hi_its_lee, and @_essieldn

Wardrobe | @phidelcorp
Makeup | @Jennifermalen

London via Congo and Ghana

MODERN VINTAGE

Photography | @ao_photography 
Hair & Artistic Director | @vv_jo

Royals | @sammylloydofficial and @blessingboo1
Makeup | @sandzmua

Paris, France

$400/GRAM



Of the world’s approximately 7.6 billion people, roughly 2.2 billion are gamers. Avid video 
game players and enthusiasts have to constantly deal with backlash and criticism, but here 
is why that needs to stop. Video games have been proven to increase eye-hand coordination 
and reading comprehension, can heighten awareness, can increase reaction time, can be a safe 
stress reliever, provide a community for those who cannot connect with the community around 
them, and have created millionaires. Gaming tournaments and e-sports leagues are just as, if 
not more, competitive than most national sports leagues. They require similar discipline, skill, 
invested time, and sportsmanship. Just recently, a 16-year old Fornite gamer won a $3 million 
tournament. Platforms like Twitch, Mixer, and YouTube have made it possible for gamers to 
become recognized globally and gain wealth beyond what a “real job” could ever imagine. 

We recognize the paths laid by KSI, Sonic Foxx, Tyrone Magnus, Etica (RIP), xViva, The Black 
Hokage, Alexis Ariel, LuckyGurlB, and so many more and introduce budding gamer Apathetx. 
He is studying ‘Digital Arts Interactive Arts’ at Pratt University and is nasty with the sticks. 

Subscribe to Apathetx on YouTube! Print Readers, watch “Hi Season 10 :)”, a Fortnite Montage 
on YoutTube at https://youtu.be/39ljr8WQqPo. Digital Readers, click the image below to play 
the video! Join Apathetx on Twitch & Instagram at @apathetx.

BLACK GAMERS MATTER
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Brenda DuBois
@bdubzcommunity | @ba.dub

YouTube | https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UC8GEYmpowPdEpKvZWP-Prvw

Baltimore, Maryland

https://youtu.be/39ljr8WQqPo


Title : Untitled 
Mediums: Mixed Media on canvas 

Size : 16in x 20in 
Craig Carter - @craigctheartist

Exhibiting in Kimberly, South Africa, October 2019
Houston, TexasInstagram | @iamj0j0

Joelle MacFarlane © 2019



Delliz K. Hazell is a culinary mastermind fluent in vegan, organic, kosher, and gluten free cuisine. Her plates and desserts 
are not only gorgeous to look at, but pleasing to your mouth and fuel for your body. To hire Delliz for your private 
chef, catering, or consultation needs, or to just follow her cooking journey, visit her website www.DellizHazell.com!

Follow Chef Delliz on IG 
@chefdellizhazell!

Ingredients:
Dry Ingredients: 1 1/4 Cups All-purpose flour 
2 Tbsp Sugar
1/2 Tsp Salt
2 Tsp Baking powder
Wet Ingredients: 1 1/4 Cup Water 
1 1/2 TbspVegetable oil
1 Tsp vanilla extract
Zest of one lemon

Mixed Berry Coulis:
1/2 Cup Fresh blueberries 
1/2 Cup Fresh strawberries 
1/2 Cup Sugar
1/4 Cup Water
Juice from 1 lemon

Recipe:
For Coulis: Combine all ingredients in a 
saucepan and cook on medium heat until sugar 
is dissolved. Transfer mixture to a blender and 
blend until smooth. Set aside, can be served 
warm or chilled.
For Pancakes: Combine dry ingredients 
in a bowl. In a separate bowl whisk all 
wet ingredients together. Slowly pour wet 
ingredients into dry ingredients, be sure to 
stir constantly to avoid lumps. Heat a large 
skillet or griddle on medium high heat, lightly 
oil and add 1/4 cup of batter to the pan. Cook 
until bubbles appear on to and the sides 
appear dry, then flip. Serve pancakes with 
fresh berries and Mixed Berry Coulis or your 
favorite maple syrup!

VEGAN LEMON PANCAKES WITH MIXED BERRY COULIS

with Delliz theChef
Vegan Fun C
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What inspires you to stay fit? I suffer from Bi-
Polar Depression. Eating clean and training 
hard are my medications as I do not subscribe 
to prescription drugs. I’m also obsessed with 
helping as many people as I possibly can.  
What does your diet generally consist 
of ? As of the last three months, it’s 
been fruits, vegetables, and water only.  
What does it take to build a healthy self-image/
worth in the fitness world as a Black man? The 
greatest building block of my health is rooted 
in my mental, spiritual and emotional wellness. 
Without these areas being constantly nourished, 
there is no real equity in my external physical 
presentation. I’ve dedicated the last seven 
years of my life to personal evolution and 
discovering my purpose. Life, fitness, and 
nutrition coach are all major contributors 
to my being a servant and a leader.  
What does self-care look like for you? 
Do you have a daily/weekly routine? 
Time management is the pinnacle. As 
a father of four, there is no greater 
job or passion I have than being an 
exceptional father to my children. That 
requires my being present. Their day-
to-day lives are jammed packed with 

school and activities, almost as grueling as mine. So making sure that I make time to attend 
their practices, games, field trips, camps, etc is critical to my achieving said aspirations 
of being a great father. [In addition,] self-care for me involves a lot of body recover 
methods such as Cryotherapy, Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy, Infrared Sauna Treatment, 
Hydro Sauna Treatment, cupping, full-body massages, deep stretching and ice bathing.  
What is one thing about the fitness culture that you enjoy and one thing that you would 
change? I absolutely love the evolution of sports and performance science. I’ve been 
NASM Certified since 2007 it’s incredible how far the industry has come. If I could change 
one thing it would be this influx of self-proclaimed “fitness experts” that have earned no 
credentials. These persons make it really hard for the real experts that have invested their 
time, passion, and resources to educate themselves to get to the people that need them.  
What is one exercise that you love and what is one that you have to pep talk yourself through? 

Swimming is my favorite total body exercise. The exercise that I have to push myself 
really hard to execute is sleep. I’m not a big sleeper. I sleep about a four-hour clip nightly.  
What do you enjoy doing when you’re not working out? Working out, LOL! 
Where can people join you on your journey? www.instagram.com/iamaseboogie
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http://www.DellizHazell.com
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PRINCESS MARA IS A RETIRED SPACE PIRATE WHO GAVE UP THE LIFE TO RAISE A FAMILY. BUT WHAT HAPPENS WHEN HER 
CHARMINGLY THIEVING, TROUBLEMAKING TWIN BROTHER, SA, VISITS HER WITH THE MAP TO THEIR LATE PARENT’S 

LOST TREASURE? AN ADVENTURE THAT GARNERS THE ATTENTIONS OF OTHER SPACE PIRATES, BOUNTY HUNTERS, 
HUMANOID SNAKE DOCTORS, COSMIC VODOU, AND BREATHING WOODEN MASK BABIES.

      FEATURED COMIC/GRAPHIC NOVEL
“USONI”
Illustration by Will Focus
www.TheOneWillFocus.com
IG & TW | @TheOneWillFocus

http://www.TheOneWillFocus.com


The body butter soufflés are a great way to start the fall season. As with the change of seasons, 
our body changes too! They are soft, succulent, and smooth to the touch since they are 

hand whipped to perfection. Their motto is “A little goes a long way!” Who uses these 
butters? Clients with dry, combination, and eczema skin - from babies to millennials 

to the wise. The scents come from clean, fruity, and spiritually grounding flavors. 
They are launching our OMH scent which consists of oatmeal, milk, and honey. 

So if you have never tried their body butter soufflé before, now is the time! 
If you have, now you can restock. They are available in travel, personal, 

family, and tub-of-butter “I can’t get enough” sizes. Visit their website 
at www.thecelestinecollection.com and follow them on social media 

at @thecelestinecollection, and don’t forget to “Dress Your Spirit “
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Photo: Timothy Greenfield-Sanders/Magnolia Pictures
By Dapper Dr. Feel

The film, Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am, made me feel as if I 
was previously foreign to Toni Morrison and her contributions to 
the African American community. I got to know Toni Morrison 
as a writer, teacher, mother, award winner, and overall incredible 
human being. The documentary explores the early years of her life 
where her grandparents encouraged her to get as much education 
as they could.  Her grandparents were alive during a time where 
it was forbidden for Black people to receive an education. This 
was the foundation that would inspire one of the world’s greatest 
writers.

The Pieces I Am traveled through Morrison’s college roots 
as she attended the infamous Howard University (HU!) where, 
like most graduates, she discovered the true value of being Black 
and educated. She felt free in her natural habitat amongst other 
intellectuals and creatives that shared a love for education. After 
her time at Howard, the film discusses her start at Random House 
as an editor. This was where the start of her literary career began.  

Morrison set a standard in the writing industry early on with her works “The Black Book”, 
“Sula” and “The Bluest Eye.” The film noted how Toni Morrison’s novels transcended race yet 
encouraged people of color to embrace their melanin and not be afraid or ashamed of the skin 
they were born in. In fact, “The Black Book” has been described as an emotional exploration 
of Blackness. 

There are so many key moments in this documentary that it’s not hard to see how Toni 
Morrison became a Pulitzer winner and why many influential figures in Black history have 
looked up or desired to work with her.  In fact, it’s noted how both Muhammad Ali (The 
Greatest: My Own Story) and Angela Davis (Angela Davis: An Autobiography) had a huge 
amount of respect for her, allowing Morrison to write their autobiographies. Talents and 
activists that were featured via interview included Angela Davis, Hilton Als, Fran Lebowitz, 
Walter Mosley, Sonia Sanchez, Farah Griffin, and Oprah Winfrey. They all praised the innate 
skills, inspiration, and hard work of Morrison. One of the most interesting stories came from 
Oprah Winfrey when she mentioned how she called the fire station in the neighborhood where 
Morrison stayed to get in contact with her to do the movie Beloved.  The excitement in the 
voices and faces of the interviewees show the importance of Toni Morrison, especially Sonia 
Sachez who had emotional final words at the conclusion of her interview.

During Morrison’s interviews, she explained how she developed some of her books. The 
way she describes her influences for her work are interesting and visually beautiful, much like 
her storytelling. Speaking on Beloved, a novel that originated from the Margaret Garner story, 
Morrison recalled her being out one day looking at the docks when she saw a woman in a hat by 
the river who suddenly disappeared. This is what sparked the beginning of the amazing Beloved 
novel that made Oprah a huge admirer.

Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am is not only recommended, it is necessary. To quote Paula 
Giddins from the film “If you don’t understand the history of African American women, you 
don’t understand America.” The documentary released in theatres on June 28th, 2019.

TONI MORRISON: THE PIECES I AM



A Taste of T Salon | www.atotsalon.com
   A private suite salon, specializing in locs, hair color, and wig repair services

Mel’s Butter Blends | www.melsbutterblends.com
   Mel’s Butter Blends creates natural products for full-body use, made primarily from aloe + mango butter

Starilized | www.starilized.com
   Focuses on bringing creative ideas to life. All items are tribal-inspired and handmade 

Ancestral Strands | www.ancestralstrands.com
   Braid shop and brand specializing in traditional and modern African Braid styles

Adeyemi Artistry | www.adeyemiartistry.com
   Unique cultural art events, high quality poetry books, and an array of poetic greetings cards

Bdazzled Art and Designs | www.facebook.com/bdazzledartanddesigns
   Unique art business that consistently promotes motivation and inspiration to its supporters

Melanin On The Map | www.melaninonthemap.com
   An app dedicated to travelers of color for information, inspiration, and motivation to explore

Crown Inspired | www.instagram.com/crowninspired
   Crown Inspired™ is a lifestyle brand that produces parasols, umbrellas and detached hoods

Pink MahogHany Fragrances | www.pinkmahoghany.etsy.com
   A niche fragrance house, from personal fragrances to aromatherapy for both the home and vehicle

Everything but the Dress | www.everythingbtd.com
   Bridal boutique based in Dallas specializing in bridal gifts and accessories

Shane Fitness | www.shanefitness101.com
   Group, Personal and Community fitness classes for adults and free classes for the youth

Your Queens | www.instagram.com/yourqueens.ent
   The first African Royalty Character and Costume Entertainment Company

Bronx Bound Books | www.bronxboundbooks.com 
   Bronx Bound Books is a bookmobile traveling to various locations hosting literacy events

Lnee Research & Development | www.lneerd.org
   Offering professional development solutions for both job seekers and companies

Earthiopia Works | www.jashuasara.com
   High quality, immersive arts-based events that are socially relevant and culturally sensitive
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Janelle Naomi is a passionate educator of ten years who has taught in preschool, elementary school, and 
middle school. Keep up with Janelle’s endeavors via her website JanelleNaomi.com. | @JanelleNaomi.
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Classrooms. His book details the overdiagnosis 
of Black Boys with Individualized Education 
Plans (IEPs) which, under the guise of 
supporting the child, is actually a crippling 
agent in the development of the child’s ability 
to think critically. Brother Michael reminds 
us in his text that “Oppressed people become 
equal with their oppressors when they are no 
longer oppressed” and reminds us that in order 
to overcome our oppression we will have to 
develop a definition for education that meets 
“our reality and our real needs.’’ 

If Black Excellence is not hyperbole, 
how do we shift the low expectations 
that are held for Black children in 
and out of the classroom?

Black Excellence is lifelong, as we are students 
of life. In this country, most of us begin our 
formal pursuit of knowledge in public American 
classrooms. Our great Baba, Ancestor Asa 
Hilliard, reminds us in SBA: The Reawakening 
of the African Mind, “Study is a requirement 
for our redemption”. We must study with 
ourselves and with our children outside of 
the classroom. Yes, we know that the African 
diasporic infants are able to naturally develop 
faster than their white counterparts. But this 
is Babylon, a degenerative government, a 
backward education. There are many evidences 
of society that are as backward and anti-African 
as they come. So we must diligently study and 
show ourselves improved. Baba Hilliard goes on 
to tell us in his text that “Africans have a long 
history of educational excellence” and gives a 
historical perspective that will shift how we 
view ourselves today. We must study, teach our 
children practical habits of study, study alone, 
study in groups, find joy in study, find solutions 
in study. We are excellent in all that we do, so 
we must study excellently so that we can grow 
in our African selves.

Jashua Sa-Ra is a communications artist that uses hosting, writing, graphic design, wholistic healing, and workshops to 
contribute to a healthy functioning community. www.JASHUASARA.com | @Earthiopian

to innerstand what it is seeing. Imagine watching a movie where two strangers walk into a 
silent room. They take their clothes off without talking, and without any foreplay, crawl into 
a missionary position and drily rub together like they’re trying to start a campfire. No words, 
no petting, no stroking, no passion, no connection. These are not the makings of best-selling 
steamy novels. The mind needs the context to enjoy the image. Seeing lingerie on his wife 
doesn’t affect a man like seeing the same outfit on his grandmother. 

Once you have a solid stream of consciousness established, there must also be some action 
involved. Masturbation speaks of the action required to physically manifest that which is 
mentally envisioned. In this simple metaphorical self stroke, the concept of duality is supremely 
embodied. There is the feminine back and masculine forth; there is the feminine circular hand 
and the masculine straight erection. The combination of linear movement and circular movement 
creates a spiral motion, the basis for all growth and proportion in the natural universe.

Disciplined tenacity is also key to successful arrival at the intended destination. Sometimes you 
reach quickly, and sometimes not, but people who masturbate usually do so with a certainty 
that the goal is achievable. Thus empowered by their faith, they are not deterred if it doesn’t 
happen after the first few rubs. They continue their vision and actions, knowing that if they do 
so, the reward is inevitable. Even if they have to click the next video or look at the next photo, 
they will do so with confidence and full expectation of eventual accomplishment!

A final note about this creation story. Atum had to masturbate because there was no one else 
to be with. And yet both the feminine and masculine aspects were present in Atum. God was 
giving the first example of self-love, knowing that everything needed for the work is already 
within. When we live in alignment with the truth that we are all manifestations of one creator, 
then we will see that everywhere you look is our Self, and thus every act of love is Self Love. 

In review, to manifest a vision:
1) Imagine it happening until you feel yourself experiencing it
2) Visualize the process of how it unfolds
3) Take action that supports the vision
4) Continue the work with expectation of success, even if there is a delay or interruption
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Artwork by Will Focus
@TheOneWillFocus

“Nebula”

Blake Barrett drumming at his Graduation
from Little Sun People | Photo by NayMarie
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You are one of the 
people walking this 

earth who can say they’ve 
been healed by Dr. Sebi and 

his village family in Honduras. 
What was that experience like for 

you? Being healed by Dr. Sebi was the most 
profound experience of my life. I progressively lost 

my vision over a period of 8 months due to what the 
doctors called polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy, a rare 

form of macular degeneration. Abnormal blood vessels were 
sprouting in my eyes, causing them to fill with blood, ultimately 

leading to a retinal hemorrhage and blindness. I suffered through 
monthly painful eye injections plus an eye surgery that did not help and was told that this was 
a chronic condition I would deal with for life. Then, I found out I was pregnant and was told 
the pregnancy could make my condition worse. I went to see Dr. Sebi in Honduras when I was 7 
weeks pregnant. He not only cured me, but while there I found out my due date was his birthday 
and told him if I had a girl, I would name her Usha. Usha is now almost 3. He saved my life and 
I will forever tell my story to honor him... book and documentary coming soon. 

In reference to healing, some people hear scientist and think 
pharmaceuticals and hear holistic and think herbs. Can you help 
shine light on the relationship between science and holistic methods. 
Yes, that’s true and I’ve also been told that because I’m a scientist, I do not believe in God. 
(laughs) Science is profoundly spiritual to me. I would say being a scientist has put me more in 
tune with the Universe. Being a Toxicologist, I have had to learn quite a bit about the anatomy 
and physiology of various life forms including the human body. This coupled with my own 
healing experience has inspired an intense appreciation for the Creator. Historically, herbs 
were used as medicine, but as science became more advanced, scientists were able to extract the 
active ingredients from natural sources to make medicines we now know as pharmaceuticals. 
So being a holistic scientist is not such a far stretch. 

It’s important to pass on life tools to the next generation. How has 
your camp and program helped to prepare the babies for survival? 
The mission of my education program, including Camp Wakanda, is to provide fun and education 
(STEAM) to Black and Brown children. I realized that the reason Black and Brown people were 
underrepresented in STEM fields (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) had nothing to do 
with ability; it had everything to do with exposure at a young age. How could a child aspire to be 
something they did not know existed? When the movie Black Panther was released, I saw a unique 
opportunity to present science as a superpower to children. The mission of Camp Wakanda is to 
teach melanated children about their innate superpowers through STEAM. In addition, campers 
(Wakandans) are exposed to various other Arts like Martial Arts, Dance, Music, Vegan Cooking 
Class, Yoga and Meditation to “feed” the entire child: mind, body, and spirit.

Keep up with Tamykah Anthony and Xanthines Cafe at www.Xanthines.com!

What inspired you to become a 
forensic toxicologist? Growing up in a small 
village in St. Vincent and the Grenadines, I always had a 
plethora of questions. I would ask the adults, but I was never 
satisfied with the answers. I knew there had to be a way that I 
could learn the tools needed to approach and answer any question; I just did not know what it 
was called. In my country, scientist was not a word I had ever heard. When I came to America, 
I heard it for the first time and, after learning more about what a scientist does and about the 
various kinds, I knew this is what I had been searching for. Solving puzzles has always intrigued 
me so when I learned about Forensics and using science to solve crimes, it enticed me greatly. 
More specifically, learning about how different elements affect the body was fascinating, so 
becoming a Forensic Toxicologist was a “no brainer”. 

As a Black woman in science, what obstacles do you have to consistently 
overcome? Being a female Black scientist continues to be a struggle. More often than not, 
when I meet someone and introduce myself as a scientist, I am usually the first Black female 
scientist they have met, so sometimes I feel like a strange anomaly. After graduating from John 
Jay College of Criminal Justice, I immediately started working at Columbia University Medical 
Center working in a cardiology lab conducting clinical research and publishing research in 
scientific journals. It was a great accomplishment for me, but it was lonely. There was really no 
one there who looked like me. Being a Black woman is already difficult but being a scientist in 
addition to that sometimes feels like I have to constantly prove myself to others, which can also 
be a lonely feeling.

Tell us the meaning of the name Xanthines and why your products 
are so vital. So, while I was getting my degree at John Jay, I was also a single mother of two. 
Coffee was my best friend and Starbucks was my second home. Sadly, without coffee, I probably 
would not have made it through the rigorous Forensics program. One day, while in Starbucks, I 
came up with an idea to have a cafe where all the food and drink items used scientific words to 
help get people more comfortable with science. I was taking a course called Organic Chemistry 
and we had learned about Xanthines. Xanthines are compounds found in the human body, 
in blood and urine, and they are also used to create stimulants like caffeine. SO, basically, 
Xanthine is a science word for coffee/caffeine. By using Xanthines, I knew people would ask 
me what it meant, and by providing them the answer, I was also empowering them with science 
and teaching them a new word. Eventually, my idea of a cafe branched off into a full science 
program, Xanthines Cafe LLC, and a non-toxic product line, Xanthines All Natural Products. 

XANTHINES CAFE
TAMYKAH ANTHONY
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Recognize an icon when you see one. The 
infamous Dapper Dan kicked off his book tour 
on July 10th at BAM Rose Cinemas’ UnBound series 
in the only way he knows how - extravagantly. His memoir, 
“Dapper Dan: Made in Harlem”, travels from the upbringing of 
a young gambler to the making of a fashion trailblazer. Dapper Dan, 
interviewed by visionary journalist and editor, Elaine Welteroth, gave 
those in attendance just enough of an orated tease that if we hadn’t already read 
the book, we’d be thirsty to.

Since Fall 2012, BAM has partnered with independent Fort Greene favorite Greenlight Bookstore 
to present Unbound, a series focusing on book launches and new releases of renowned authors, 
artists, and public figures. From fiction to memoir, poetry to photography, the series has 
created dynamic spaces for audiences to engage with critical questions facing society today and 
celebrate a wide range of narratives and literary forms. Past Unbound authors include Anna 
Deavere Smith, Roxane Gay, Darnell L. Moore, Morgan Parker, and, now, Dapper Dan.

Dapper Dan, born Daniel Day, is considered a living fashion legend because his aesthetic has 
not only shaped an era but survived the test of time. You’ll have to buy his book to get all of 
the griot tales and tea, served piping hot, but we can tell you that Dan was responsible for the 
all-over logo print concept that most luxury brands have acclimated. He was launched into 
stardom for fusing flashy style, functionality, and the logos of popular luxury brands.

In the late 80s, at the age of 40, Dan decided to jump into the world of fashion. He started where 
the money was - the local drug dealers. They eventually brought the rappers to Dan’s historical 
shop that was located at 53 E 125th Street in the pulse of Harlem. He designed for the likes of 
Eric B. and Rakim, Wu-Tang, Salt N Pepa, LL Cool J, KRS One, and more. Hip Hop’s growing 
national popularity started to bring more celebrities to Dan’s doorstep. When the likes of Mike 
Tyson were sporting Dan’s designs, the big brands started noticing and what they noticed most 
was Dan’s copyright infringement. After having his shop raided time and time again, he closed 
the doors and went underground for nearly 20 years. 

In May of 2017, a model walking Gucci’s Resort/Cruise 2018 fashion show wore a puffy-sleeved 
jacket that’s design wasn’t originally credited to Dapper Dan and Black twitter swooped in with 
their capes. Today, Dan has an atelier, located on 122nd St and Lenox Ave, and a contract with 
Gucci to pay respect to the path he’s paved and the wave of fashion’s future.

Within this great triumphant story, what struck us most about Dan is his connection to 
his spirituality. Listening to him speak about his connection to Africa and how important 
symbolism is to him was even better than reading it. In his memoir, he noted that “religion is 
like a wall. If you’re leaning on the wall and it falls, then you fall, too. It’s better to be your own 
wall, to build your own spiritual and religious understanding.”

Read the rest at www.TajiMag.com/dapper-dan-made-in-harlem
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We breath, we move, we surrender, and we practice awareness when we do yoga. All things capable 
of the human body but have been manipulated in a way so that Black, brown, and yellow black 
bodies are excluded. Yoga means to yolk, to unite and to find union with self and others. It’s in this 
practice that all bodies are welcomed, all bodies are capable, and all bodies are valued. So why has 
there been a lack of representation in class and in front of the class? I’ll keep it simple; systematic 
oppression, colonialism, white supremacy, and patriarchy, just to name a few. Not to be discouraged, 
overtime our representation has grown. There are more yoga teachers of color and more students of 
color. We are decolonizing the world of wellness one yoga class at a time. Image exchanging energy 
with someone who navigates the world as you do, with similar experiences based on the color of 
our skin. The meditation will be different, the intention will be different, the overall architect of the 
class will be different because the teacher can relate and teach to what is needed while holding space 
authentically.

You don’t have to image this type of yoga experience. It’s available and 
accessible, you just have to know that it’s out there. Meet these five yoga 
teachers who provide just that in their yoga classes here in NYC. Yahaya, 
Dre, Jazmin, Angelica, and Jo all teach yoga, and other forms of fitness, in 
spaces that flow with diversity, inclusion, and representation. Yahaya and 
Jo work closely with a non-profit organization named SLAP (Self Love 
Affirmation and Preservation), teaching low cost and sometimes free 
yoga classes in and around Brooklyn for the community. Jazmin teaches 
at Harlem Yoga, where she can give back to the community she was raised 
in. Dre teaches at Y7 Studio where he offers a space for people who have 
experienced trauma, big or small, peace and inclusion. Angelica, who 
also teaches at Y7 Studio, teaches to hold space but also for body positive 
representation. When is the last time you’ve met a plus size female yoga 
teacher of color who stands at 6’2? Most likely never! But they are out 
there.

If you’ve ever felt uncomfortable, distracted and or disconnected in yoga, consider taking a class with 
a teacher of color. Find a studio that is Black-owned, or search for an independent grassroots studio 
in your neighborhood that employs people that look like you. You may find a new passion for this 
practice because it feels safe, familiar, and relatable. Yoga is for every(body) and therefore everyone 
should be represented, in class and in front of it. Angelica wants everyone to know “that they can 
do yoga no matter their age, physical ability, shape, color, or flexibility level. With more teachers of 
color, we also see more diversity in body types. All too often we are presented with “the yoga body”; 
slim, white and tall. It’s all over the internet, TV, and most media platforms. If it’s not marketed to 
us, if we are not casted for wellness photoshoots, and if we are not in spaces teaching yoga how could 
anyone of color feel that it’s for them? 

Start here with this article. Yoga is for you and there are yoga teachers of color out there. They are 
showing up to hold space because they want you to connect with your breath, your body, and your 
higher self. Yoga is a philosophy. It is a comprehensive system for wellbeing on all levels- physical, 
mental, emotional, and spiritual. It is a system of techniques meant to enrich life. Most people start 
yoga for the physical benefits like increased flexibility, strength, and balance but they quickly find 
that there is so much more; body awareness, stress reduction, and self-confidence. So, when’s your 
next yoga class? These teachers and many more are waiting for you. By  Jo Murdock

YOGA FOR EVERY(BODY)



Taji Mag: You are an 
advocate for many 

groups including 
domestic violence 
s u r v i v o r s , 
t e e n - p a r e n t s , 
Black lives, and 
LGBTQ+ lives. 

Why do you feel 
it’s imperative that 

you share your story? 
Linéh: I feel it is imperative 

that I share my story because I know first-hand 
how it feels to feel like no one understands what 
you’re going through. I felt alone with each 
situation that I went through because no one told 
me his or her story and I didn’t know anyone at 
the time going through what I was going through. 
There are so many young people out there that 
just want to be heard. The fear of being judged, 
looked down on, and gossiped about held me 
back. So did the fear that I wasn’t strong enough 
to speak my truth or to walk away from certain 
situations. I didn’t believe in myself. I had people 
who wanted better for me, I just didn’t love 
myself enough back then to make the changes I 
needed to surround myself with better people. 
For me, telling my story helps me continue on 
the path I am on. It’s easy to tell someone to get 
over something, to move on, to not take it too 
seriously, but until it happens to you, you don’t 
know how it feels. When someone has gone 
through what you have, when they have walked 
the same path, hearing their triumphs can make 
all the difference. When you see someone heading 
down the same road that you went down, telling 
them your story and knowing you could possibly 
change their path is the best feeling. I know I can 
change lives.

2. Episode 14 of your podcast is titled, “Fuck 
Your Abortion Ban”. Why was it important for 
you to speak on this topic? It’s important for me 
to speak on the Abortion Ban for two reasons. 
The first one is because I have had two abortions 

in my life. The choice to have an abortion was not 
made lightly or just because I could, but because 
of the circumstances of my life at that time. It 
was the best choice for me. The second reason 
is my mom was raped when she was 16yrs old, 
which resulted in her getting pregnant, and she 
also chose to have an abortion. I need people to 
understand that abortion is not the first option 
for a lot of women. If you sat in a room with 
women like me who have had an abortion you 
would know that there was a whole process to 
our decision and every possible scenario was 
thought out and considered regardless of how 
she became pregnant. I have spoken to rape 
victims who truly considered having their baby. 
Not every woman or young girl immediately 
thinks abortion because she was raped or 
molested, mainly because they don’t blame the 
fetus, but in the end having the baby wasn’t the 
best decision for them. My decision to become 
a mom, regardless of how I become one, is my 
choice and my choice should matter just as much. 
When I was deciding on what I wanted to do, I 
made a pro and con list, which is basically how I 
live my life, and the cons of going into my senior 
year [of high school] pregnant outweighed the 
pros of having a baby. My reason behind my 
second abortion was I already had one child with 
the man who [physically] beat me for 5yrs and 
having another one with him seemed completely 
insane, especially because I was at the point of 
hoping I went to sleep and didn’t wake up in the 
morning. Why subject another child to that type 
of environment? I stand by both of my decisions. 
I have absolutely no regrets and I would do it 
again.

3. You mentioned that you had your first 
termination at 17. What advice would you 
give young girls who find themselves pregnant 
at a young age and who are also looking to 
terminate? To be honest, my advice would be 
please talk to an adult, any adult, you feel safe 
and can be open with. If I had spoken to an adult 
early on, it would have been a lot easier for me. 
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Like every typical teenage girl, all I thought 
about was not being a disappointment to my 
Mom. I was a good kid. I got good grades, played 
sports, did my chores, and I had a good group 
of friends. I rarely got into any trouble, plus my 
mom was relatively strict. The summer going 
into my senior year, she eased up a bit and I guess 
I took full advantage of it. I didn’t know I was 
pregnant. By the time I figured something was 
off, I didn’t even know how to find out for sure. I 
was completely lost. I eventually told two friends. 
Thankfully one of them told me I could talk to 
her mom because her mom had her at thirteen 
and definitely would be able to help me. I always 
say if it wasn’t for her mom I probably would 
have ran away. I was just at the end of my rope 
and she sat and talked to me and even helped me 
take the test, which confirmed I was pregnant. 
I don’t think that mom realized then how I felt 
talking to her - she saved me. I hope she knows 
that. She encouraged me to talk to my mom and 
said my mom would be upset, it’s just a normal 
reaction because all parents want the very best for 
their children. She said “your mom loves you and 
you guys can figure this out together.” I refused 
to tell my mom, so she guided me to Planned 
Parenthood. The counselor did not suggest 
abortion. They explained to me how they could 
help me talk to my mom, help me get services 
and prenatal care. They told me how I could still 
graduate and to not feel like this is the end, but I 
just didn’t want that. I knew in my heart I didn’t 
want to have the baby and there was no talking 
me out of it. Unfortunately, because I waited so 
long, I was already five months. They encouraged 
me to have the baby because the procedure at that 
point is very painful, but I followed through with 
it. My mom did find out, you can find out how 
and why on my podcast. My point is regardless of 
how scared you are, I encourage all young girls to 
speak to either their parents or another adult. It is 
a very confusing time being young and pregnant 
and, if you are raised like I was - sheltered to 
some real world stuff, you may find yourself in 
an even bigger bind and having to make some 
very hard choices. Also, you’re risking your very 
own life because you’re afraid. Don’t try to figure 
it out on your own. Don’t let anyone force you 

to make a decision that you’re not comfortable 
with. If you want to have your baby and you are 
wiling to make the sacrifices, go right on ahead. 
Just know it isn’t easy, but it can be done. If you 
decided that you are just not ready, that’s okay 
too. There is no shame in having an abortion, it 
is your body, your choice. Always remember that.

4. Society tends to pretend everything is black 
and white, but we know there is a spectrum. 
Please explain, in your opinion, how you can 
be both pro-choice and pro-life. I consider 
myself pro-choice, which for me means I am pro-
life as well. When I say I am pro-choice, it means 
I respect your right to choose what you want to 
do with your body and your choices that by no 
means affect me. A woman can say, “I would 
never have an abortion, regardless of how I got 
pregnant,” and that is her right, but, for anyone 
who isn’t her, they also have the same right to say 
I would have an abortion. I honestly feel that no 
one really knows what he or she would do in any 
situation until it is actually happening. We can 
guess what we might do in certain situations and 
you could be absolutely correct and do exactly 
what you think you would do, but at the end of 
the day, until it is real life, you are just taking a 
shot in the dark at your “maybe” decision. People 
have a hard time letting go of their ideologies. 
What we don’t understand, we fear. No one wants 
to take the time to sit and talk to those who have 
a different outlook than they do. Even when we 
do sit and talk, if we can’t agree, then someone’s 
rights have to be banned. The right to choose 
whether a woman will bring life into this world is 
not a world issue. It is not something that should 
be debated in congress. You don’t have to agree 
with another woman’s choice, but it should be 
respected because it’s her choice. I will always 
fight for a woman’s right to choose. You don’t have 
to justify your abortion to anyone. That is what 
being pro-choice and pro-life means. Respecting 
another woman’s right to choose even if what she 
chooses is different from what you choose. Give 
her the same courtesy you gave yourself. 

Listen to Linéh’s podcast at 
www.spreaker.com/user/lineh!

THOUGHTS ON THE ABORTION BAN
with Podcaster Linéh



4 2Naturalz Salon is a modern, artsy, loft style salon and industry event space located in Atlanta. 
Opening its doors in the Spring of 2017, their mission is to not only provide their clientele 
with the best hair care service in the industry, but to empower their clients through hair care 
education and community outreach events.  They began as a natural hair salon and expanded 
their horizons as they grew, adding certified and licensed stylists to their team. They service 
men, women, and children with any hair type - kinky, curly, straight, thick or fine. Their 
specialties range from loose natural hairstyles, locs, braids, and silk presses to cutting, coloring, 
sew-ins and quick weaves.

What makes Naturalz Salon unique is that at almost 3,000 square feet, they home a stage, beautiful 
ethnic murals, and offer their stylists, clientele, and community event space opportunities. 
They have hosted, fashion shows, hair shows, yoga workshops, open mics, book clubs, and 
industry mixers.  Naturalz Salon strives to provide a professional, relaxing, and welcoming 
environment for their clients. Client satisfaction is of the utmost importance as repeat clients 
and referrals drive their business. Go catch some “Good Vibes with Good People.” Check out 
the salon at online at naturalzsalon.com and be sure to join the fun on IG at @naturalzsalon.

http://naturalzsalon.com


Dapper Dr. Feel is a burgeoning Southern gentleman looking for love in all the wrong places while applying to medical 
school. He volunteers with autism awareness projects and hopes to mentor other young Black men. Join him on facebook 
and twitter at @DapperDrFeel.
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Earlier this year, history was made in the pageant and fashion industries when the 
crowns of Miss America 2019, 2019 Miss USA, and 2019 Miss Teen USA were all 
won by Black women - Nia Franklin, Cheslie Kryst, and Kaliegh Garris, respectively. 
This was a huge step towards diversity. Designer, Natasha Furman, and her daughter, 
Yasmeen Furman (also Miss GA U.S International) are amongst the many other 
Black creatives executing visually stunning designs while still keeping love of family 

first. Taji Mag snagged an interview about their world in fashion and their family values. 
Dapper Dr Feel (DDF): When did you fall in love with fashion? 
Natasha Furman (NF):  Well, my grandparents raised me. My grandmother used to make my clothing. 
Grandmothers’ and granddaughters’ tastes are different. I’ve always had this mentality of “if I can’t get what 
I need from somewhere else, then I will figure out how to get it myself.” So, I wanted my grandmother 
to teach me how to sew so I could make my own clothing. Every year I grew and grew, so I had to keep 
making new clothes. Around high school is when I decided that I wanted to pursue fashion design. I’m still 
learning, it’s fun and exciting. 
Yasmeen Furman (YF):  Honestly, ever since I was little. My mom dressed me and always made sure that 
I always looked my best in kindergarten and at church. I never wore the same thing twice - still don’t 
wear the same thing twice! I love it because I can express myself with clothing, even though my style is 
completely different from my mom. I have an affinity for more of the grandma aesthetic, unlike my mom 
who prefers the more sophisticated, sexy, unique, and original. That’s why I rely on her to keep me in the 
proper attire and dress my age. I have been in love with fashion for a very long time, thanks to her. 
DDF: With your busy schedules being a designer and a model, how do you two display your love for one 
another? 
NF: I design so many things. My daughter is my greatest inspiration, so, naturally, when I make things for 
her, she knows that is my way of showing her love. When I put things on her and I see the way she lights 
up, it gives me affirmation that she understands the love I try to give to her. 
YF: I have to piggyback off of that. Even though [my mom] is busy, she still makes time out of her day to 
make something special and unique for me. That is what I truly appreciate from her. I feel the love she gives 
to me because she does all this hard work and still makes time for me.
DDF: What do you think about the representation of various groups in the fashion industry and its growth? 
NF: I think it is pretty amazing. Speaking for women, how they promote a certain type of female leaves 
women who don’t fit that physique feeling inadequate. I think it’s best that a wide range of people are 
represented in the fashion industry. We are all human and come in different shapes, colors and sizes, it’s a 
beautiful thing. 
YF: I agree that it is amazing seeing so much diversity in fashion for both men and women. Especially when 
there are people out there living with down syndrome or autism who are now being featured in shows like 
Mulan and New York Fashion Week. It’s just really amazing!
Yasmeen will be competing in Miss International 2019; special preliminary Miss International is taking 
place in Japan. Yasmeen also has a 501(c)(3) charity called Teddy’s Prayer (www.ateddysprayer.org), 
dedicated to child abuse prevention. Each bear has a heart pouch located on their chest that is filled with 
individual prayers and words of encouragement.
Seni Chic is the name of the fashion company owned by Natasha Furman that will continue to participate 
in fashion events throughout the globe. Natasha has provided original dresses for celebs and models like 
Liana Brackett, an on-air meteorologist for the Weather Channel and Miss Georgia America 2018.

Follow Yasmeen on Instagram at @yasmeen.furman and Natasha at @seni_chic.

Yasmeen and Natasha Furman Beautifully Blend Pageantry, 
Fashion, Philanthropy, and Family | By Dapper Dr. Feel

Pictured Above: Natasha (Right) & 
Yasmeen (Left) Furman

Pictured Left: Yasmeen Furman gracing 
one of Natasha Furman’s Seni Chi designs



BMORE DREAM BIG is both a brand and a statement. BMORE, pronounced “BE-
MORE,” was created to promote daily motivation and inspiration that will empower 
all. The t-shirt brand incorporates positive affirmations such as “I am Strong, I am 
Loved, I am Powerful, and I will Succeed”. These affirmations are daily reminders 
to keep pushing towards your goals and dreams. Additionally, the shirt design also 
supports the city of Baltimore, commonly referred to as “BMORE,” by promoting positive vibes 
in a city that continues to face challenges. “Together we can BMORE!”

Join the Movement and purchase your shirt today! Message @shilene_j on IG for details.

BMORE DREAM BIG
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PHARAONIC BRAND DESIGNS

What has Pharaonicorp been 
up to? Louis Narcisse, AKA 
Pharo, has been grinding the 
Greatness gears as usual but 
with some new flare. Coming 
into Pharaonic Brand’s (PB) 
16th year of operation, a 
woman’s touch has been 
added. Introducing the New 
Nasirah Sahar Collection™, 

envisioned by Pharo’s Queen, Nasirah 
Sahar, a long-time supporter and 
the first Ambassador for the brand. 
Nasirah always had her own vision 
for the growth of Pharaonic Brand 
- stylized, sleek, and sexy was the 
answer that their female patrons 
were waiting for. This much-needed 
adrenaline boost led to the inception 
of their latest endeavors of a new cut-
and-sew collection through the newly 
formed Urban Fashion Incubator™. 
This project is in partnership 
with MoorsCode, a Black-Owned 
Manufacturing company right in the 
heart of Brooklyn. This collaboration 
will take Pharaonic Brand to another 
level as Pharo’s experience in the 
Fashion Industry and Nasirah’s flair 
for fashion and full looks can be fully 
put to use.

Nasirah & Pharo are both grooming the brand’s next generation of fashionistas and  designers. 
Nasirah’s princesses, Jett & Ming Mitchell, are eager to contribute their efforts in adding to the 
PB’s new Youth Initiative launching in 2020. Jett is currently attending Michigan State and is 
majoring in Design and Ming is graduating high school next year and gearing up to be a model 
for the new youth line.

The future of Pharaonic Brand looks very bright and promising with thanks to all of their 
supporters for helping them to keep growing & expanding!

Website: pharaonicbrand.com | IG: @pharaonicorp @nasirahsaharcollection | FB: Pharaonic 
Brand Designs | For more information or to schedule an interview with Pharo & Nasirah, email 
Pharaonicorp@gmail.com.
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Taji Mag (TM) :As a trained doctor of pharmacy in Nigeria, how did you transition 
into lifestyle fashion in Toronto?
Nonso (N): Nice question. I’ve been asked this question a million times. It was not a 
transition per se. I have always had a flair for fashion from a young age and I came from 
a family of fashionistas that paved the way for what I’m doing right now. I also never 
dropped my Pharmacy career, I am currently in pursuit of my license to practice here in 
Canada.
TM: What is a signature piece that is necessary to complete your look?
N: Definitely jewelry - necklaces, bracelets, watches, lapel pins, etc. I always feel incomplete 
without a sprinkle of accessories here and there. Accessories are like vitamins to fashion, we 
should all learn to use them liberally. 
TM: Your tagline is, “I show men how to dress without breaking the bank.” What’s a tip for 
men who want to look great on a limited budget?
N: First of all, I would like to let you know that you don’t really need to spend money on luxury, 
exorbitant designer clothes to look good or make a fashion statement. Not that I have anything 
against them, I have quite a few myself, but my point is you can still look your best in affordable 
clothes. The trick is finding your personal style, reviewing what you have in your closet, see 
what needs to be added or discarded, then, most importantly, mastering the act of perfect color 
matching and only wearing the right fit of clothes and shoes.
TM: How has fashion helped to transform your esteem?
N: It’s no doubt that what you wear has a significant effect on your self-esteem and I’m certainly 
not left out. Putting on a beautifully designed suit elevates my spirit, extols my sense of self, and 
helps define me as a man to whom details matter. How I look has a lot to do with how people 
receive me and how I feel about myself. Fashion is my getaway place when I’m sad or depressed 
and shopping for new clothes for whatever purpose has a way of boosting my self-esteem.
TM: What advice do you have for rising fashion influencers?
N: Consistency! It certainly won’t be easy at first. I felt like giving up a few times because I 
wasn’t getting the recognition I felt I deserved but I never gave up.  Focus on creating excellent 
content that would resonate with your audience and attract new followers and sponsors to you 
(content is definitely king). Keep learning, there is always a learning curve. Collaborate with 
other fashion influencers, learn from each other, and soon you will be flying.
Nonso can be reached easily via email to charlscee@gmail.com or via a direct message on 
Instagram at @_nonsky!

NONSO

NONSO SHOWS MEN HOW TO DRESS WITHOUT BREAKING THE BANK
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Top & Bottom: Photographer | Karl M . Lee - @karl_fashion_photographer
Royal | Danilsa Ortega - @curljunkiee
Makeup | Gisela Gomez - @bbgisela
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a feature on our IG page.

Taji Mag digital subscribers receive a 15% discount at Taji 
Mag’s shop on all art prints and apparel using the code 
“clubsquad”. Click on tajimag.com/shop to redeem.
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TheOneWillFocus Art Prints using the code “taji10”. Click 
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